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Abstract 

We transform a non co-operati ve game into a -Bayesian decision 
problem for each player where the uncertainty faced by a player is the 
strategy choices of the other players, the pr iors of other players on 
the choice of other players, the priors over priors and so on.We pro
vide a complete characterization between the extent of knowledge about 
the rationality of players and their ability to successfulIy eliminate 
strategies which are not best responses. This paper therefore provides 
the informational foundations of iteratively unàominated strategies and 
rationalizable strategic behavior (Bernheim (1984) and Pearce (1984». 
Moreover, sufficient condi tions are also found for Nash equilibrium 
behavior. We also provide Aumann's (1985) results on correlated 
equilibria . 

*This pape r is a substantially expanded and revised version of 
"The Bayesian Foundations of Rationalizable Strategic Behavior and Nash 
Equilibrium Behavior." We wish to acknowledge the tremendous help and 
useful discussions we have had with Roger Myerson who first brought our 
attention to the Armbruster and Bege (1979) paper. Discussion with 
David Hirshleifer, José Alexandre Scheinkman and Hugo Sonnenschein have 
also helped to clarify our ideas. 

**This author thanks CNPq and IMPA/CNPq for financiaI support. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, game theorists have witnessed a proliferation of solution 

. concepts for non~cooperative games. The main solution concept which some have 
; 

argued to be a necessary condition for any solution concept -- is still the Nash 

equilibrium. However, it has Iong been noticed that th~ set of Nash equilibria 

for a game may be very large and some of these equilibria may violate the 

collective "intuition" of economists or game theorlsts. Thus, the refinernents of 

the Nash equilibrium concept aim to narrow the set of equilibria by weeding out 

points which are "counter-intuitive." 

Tha t there is I ess un.an imi ty abou t this weed ing process can be deduced from 

the diverse proposals: subgame perfection and perfection of Selten (1965 and 

1975); properness of Myerson (1918); sequential equilibrium of Kreps and Wilson 

(1982); stability of Kohlberg and Mertens (1982); intuitive criterion of Kreps 

(1984); neoligism proofness of Farrel (1984); perfect sequential equilibrium of 

Grossman and Perry (1984); extended intuitive criterion of Cho (1985); Justifia-

bility of McClennan (1985); divinity of Banks and Sobel (1985). We apologize for 

missing citations and concepts. 

A minority view of solution concepts reJect the necessity of the Nash 

property and propose alternative solution concepts which are supersets of the 

Nash concept. These include the correlated equilibria of Aumann (1974), 

, dominance solvability of Moulin-(1919), and rationalizability of Bernheim (1984) 

and Pearce (1984). 

An outside observer, who may wish to apply game theory to a problem and 

originally confused by the multiplicity of Nash equilibria, is now bewildered by 

• this wealth of solution concepts. A consequence of .this embarassment of rlches 

is that it falls incumbent upon game theorists to cIarify several important 



issues: (i) What are the implicit assumptions we are making about the players in 

the game in order that we can predict their behaviour to be consistent with one 

equilibrium concept and not another? (ii) Wnat is the rel~tionship between the 

different concepts? (iii) In an economic problem of interest which has been 

modelled as a non-cooperative game, which solution cQncept is the most appropri-

ate for the situation? (iv) Or is it the case that one solution concept is 

appropriate for alI games and situations? 

The purpose of this pape r is not to introduce another solution concept. 

This paper is motivated by our own confusion with the different solution 

concepts. Our intention is to provide a Bayesian framework in which each 

sol~tion concept may be derived from an explicit set of basic assumptions about 

the behaviour, information and beliefs of the players in the garoe. Through this 

framework, we hope to answer some of the questions which were raised above. 

The maio focus of ou! work is in explicating the implicit assumptions about 

the players in a game which would lead them to take actions consistent with a 

particular solution concept. We are therefore directly concerned with question 

(i) stated above. After setting up the general Bayesian framework, we app1y it 

to investigate the assumptions required to generate four solution concepts: 

interative elimination of strictly dominated strategies, rationalizable, Nash and 

corre1ated equi1ibrium. 

One leveI of the re1ationship between solution concepts is already well 

. understood -- the points admitted by one solution concept may be contained in the 

points admitted by another solution concept. In general, every proper equili
~ 
~ brium is perfect, which is in turn sequential, which is subgame perfect, which is 

Nash and every Nash is l'ationalizable. Hence, the nested implications of the 

• solution concepts in each game is we1l understood. Once the underlying assump-
I 

I ~ 
tions are made explicit, one can a1so see if they are nested and if not ask where 

~. 
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they differ. Suppose we wish to investigate the relationship bet~een 

rationalizable and Nash equiIibria, say. Since we know that evéry Nash is 

rationali.zable but not vice versa, once we have the assumptions underIying each 

concept and understand their differences, then alI aspects of the relationship 

between the two would be known. 

We feel that this method of·comparing solution concepts is more satisfactory 

than the usual practice of comparing them in simple exampIes. These exampIes 

frequently have multiple Nash equilibria, some supposedly less "intuitive" than 

others. An advocate of one solution concept would then point out the efficacy of 

that concept in rejecting counterintuitive points in one exampIe, only to be 

confronted by another eXrulipIe, constructed by an advocate of another solution 

concept to embarass the original concept. FrequentIy, what is considered 

"intuitive" is al·so a subject of debate. The use of the framework provided here 

shifts the debate to a systematic comparison of the foundational assumptions (or 

the axioms of behavior and beIiefs) for each solution concept rather than their 

"performance" in examples. 

The guiding principIe i5 our belief that, once the set of necessary and 

sufficient assumptions about players corresponding to each solution concept is 

found, objective analysis can go no further. The remaining task involves a 

subjective comparison of these sets of assumptions. Just as an economic model 

can be judged by its underlying ass~~ptions and sometimes adopted as a paradigm 

through the consensus of economists, so should the solution concepts of games. 

Just as an ecoomic model about a market economy may not be appropriate for a 

centralized economy, a solution concept which may be appropriate for a simulta-

neous garoe pIayed by two students who encountered that game in their class that 

morning, may be inappropriate for the very same game pIayed by two illiterates, 

one from South-East Asia and the other from Brazil -- even though each of these 



players is rational. To facilitate these considerations, we feel that the 

implicit assumptions behind each solution·concept must be carefully stated to 
) 

allow the user to choose the set of assumptions and hence the solution set he is 

comfortable witO. 

The answer to one question seems clear to us -- that there is in no sense a 

universal solution concept apprQpriate for alI games. Solution concepts which 

admit few points, and which are highly predictive, are generally those which have 

I· the strongest underlying assumptions. On the other hand, weaker sets of assump

tions lead to solution concepts which accept more outcomes for the game and are 

therefore less predictive. In our framework, a person applying game theory to a 

particular situation must use his experience to specify the underlying assump-

tions on the behavior, information and beliefs of" the players. The solution 

concept is then derived as a consequence of these assumptions. 

Section"1.1 discusses axiomatic approaches to game theory, and Section 1.2 

provides a preview of "the resülts in the paper. Section 2 discusses rel~ted 

-literature. Section 3 provides the Bayesian fr~~ework and Section 4 begins the 

Bayesian foundation of solution concepts. Section 5 derives iteratively 

undominated strategies and rationalizable strategies from basic axioms. Section 

6 provides several alternative derivations of Nash equilibrium. Section 1 

provides the Aumann (1985) result on correlateg equilibria as well as subjective 

correlated equilibrium. Section 8 presents our conclusion and a subjective 

discussion of our results. There are two technical Appendices. 

~ 1.1 AXIOMATIC APPROACHES TO SOLUTION CONCEPTS 

It should be clear that we are aiming at an axiomatic approach to the 

solution concepts of games. The usual approach to the definition of a solution 

concept ~as been to define it mathematically for a given game. For example, the 

Nash equilibrium is simply defined as the fixed point of the best response 

, 

~ 
I 

~ 
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correspondence, and a p~rfect equilibrium is the limit, as the perturbation 

disappears, of a sequence of Nash equilibria of perturbed games. These 
1 

definitions have little to say about the underlying behavior, inforrnation and 

beliefs of the players in the normal form game which would lead them to play 

accordingly to a solution concept. 

Some exceptions to this approâch can be seen in the equilibriQm concepts 

which are not necessarily Nash equilibria. The papers of Bernheim (1984, 1985), 

Pearce (1984) and Aumann (1985) are essentially axiomatic in spirit and their 

solution concepts are derived from underlying behavioral and informational 

asstL1J1ptions. As a result, even though some cf their arguments may not have been 

rigorous, they can be easily formalized in an appropriate framework, such as the 

one presented in this paper. The advantage, of deriving each from assumptions 

made in the same formal language, is that it facilitates their comparison. 

The moàel of games presented in this papel" is Bayesian in spirit. It takes 

a given normal form g~~e and ·transforms it into a Bayesian decision problem in 

the sense of Savage. The basic space of uncertainty which a player faces is the 

strategic choice of the other players in the game. The player therefore has a 

prior over the strategy sets of the other players. Moreover, each player is also 

uncertain about the priors on strategies of the other players. Hence each player 

must also have priors on the priors of the other players, and so on. Thus, 

beginning with a garoe in normal form, we are led to study an infinite recursion 

af beliefs for the players -- a rnathcrnatical object which has been investigated 

~ by Armbruster and Bõge (1979), Bõge and Eisele (1979) and Mertens and Zamir 

( 1985). 

In this approach, the axioms or assumptions underlying a salution concept 

are restrictions placed on the infinite recursion of beliefs of each player as 

well as on how the player behaves gi ven a particular stream of beliefs. H.ence, 

- ---- -----------------



axio:-::s are assllillptionson the behav ior and beliefs of a Bayes ian player in the 

~ normal form game. For example, an axiom which we analyze in detail is: ~ach 

player is rational (in the sense of Savage), each player believes that every 

player is rational, ... , rationality is common knowledge. The Bayesian frame-

work provides an explicit forw.alization of this statement and we are able to 

~ derive alI the implic~tions of this particular axiom. 

\ It should be noted that the axiomatic approach of this paper is very 
~ 

\ °different from that envisaged by Kohlberg (1981). Kohlberg's proposed axioms are 
, 

conditions placed on the performance of a solution concept on the normal and 

extensive forms. For example, one of the axioms he suggests is subgame replace-

mente In any case, Abreu and Pearce (1985) have shown that a strict subset of 

his proposed axioms are internally inconsistente ° 

.... As mentioneà ear~ier, this paper applies the fra.mework to investigate the 

different axioms required to generate four existing solution concepts, to high-

1ight their relationships. We are not yet prepared to advocate our own set of 

axioms on the behavior and beIiefs of the players (and hence a particular 

solution concept). We feel that this is a matter which can on1y be settled 

~ither by consensus or by tailoring assumptions to the situation at hand. 

1.2 PREVIEW OF RESULTS 

\ 

In addition to the introduction and development of the framework, we apply 

~t to four solution concepts. We discuss here the assumptions which generate the 

rour solution concepts. 
~ 

~ We first show that a Bayesian rational p1ayer of the game (one who chooses a 

:erategy to maximize expected payoff given his prior on the strategies of the 

'ther players) will choose an action which survives t leveIs of elimination of 

rictly dominated strategies if he believes that "everyone (believes that every

e)1-1 is rational" and if there are no other roestrictions imposed on his 

.. 

°1 
I 
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.. beliefs. Moreover, "rationality is common knowledge" leads to his taking an 

action which survives alI iterations of removing strictly dominated strategies. 

Next, a Bayesian ratianal player, who in addition to believing that ratio~-

ality is known up to leveI 1-1, believes also that "players act independently" 

is also known up to leveI 1-1, will take an action which survives 1 

iterations of eliminating non-best responses. In the limit, when both are common 

knowledge, he will take an action which is rationalizable in the sense of 

Bernheim (1984) and of Pearce (1984). We proceed to show that every action which 

survives alI iterative eliminations of strictly dominated strategies, can be 

supported by a consistent stream of beliefs satisfying the cornrnon knowledge of 

·rationality. A similar result applies for rationalizable strategies. 

4 .Hence, a person wishing to apply a normal form garoe to study a given 

situation, c:..nd who is unwilling to assume more than "rationali ty is COllu'lion 

knowledge" cannot use a solution concept which is stronger than iteratively 

undominated strategies. If in addition, he is willing to assume that "players 

act independently" is also common knowledge, then the appropriate solution 

~ concept is rationalizability. 

We first formalize the traditional defense of Nash theory -- that if a 

theory (equivalently, a solution concept) is cornrnon knowledge and knowledge of a 

theory does not lead one to violate it, then the theory must be Nash equilibrium. 

This result is essentially a redefinition of a Nash equilibrium. We then relax 

this by not requiring a solution concept to be common knowledge, but requiring 

that it be among the behavior each player believes the other players are capable 

of. We show that, combined with rationality is common knowledge, the possibility 

of a solution concept being played, leads to Nash equilibrium behavior in a three 

firm Co~rnot oligopoly (the sarne game has many rationalizable strategies, even 

~ though the two firm version has a unique rationalizable strategy equal to the 

. " 
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Nash strategy). However, a severe multiplicity of behavior consistent with these 

rest~ictions occur~ when there are four firms. 

Next, we show 'that beliefs and rationality bei!lg common knowledge in a two 

person garoe results in a Nash equilibrium being played. A Nash equilibrium in 

mixed strategies is given a new interpretation where the mixed strategy of 

player j becomes the Beyasian prior of player i on the strategicchoice of 

player j. Beliefs being co~~on k~owledge when there are more than two players, 

however, does not lead to a Nash equilibrium. This surprising result is 

demonstrated in a three player garoe. The problem is that even though the beliefs 

are common knowledge, they are not com~on and therefore not Nash. (See also 

Section 1 on correlated equilibrium.) 

The final results on Nash equilibrium provide a set ofaxioms on a player's 

priors, which, through the introspection process alone, would lead to the player 

playing a r~ash equilibrlum strategy. One set of assumptions, besides "ration-

ality is common knowledge," requires two properties of the beliefs: conjecturaI 

consistency and exchangeability. ConjecturaI consistency requires that each 

• person believes that the others may be correct about himself -- that is, if 

I 

~ 

player i has certain beliefs, then he must believe 
CD 

s. must be among the 
1 

possible beliefs which player k may have about player i himself. This is 

another instance of the Nash equilibrium requiring that the players "know" more 

about each other than Just " rationality ~s common knowledge." This is of course 

far weaker than requiring Nash beliefs as above. 

In our framework, we require that player i must have beliefs about the 

infinite recursion of beliefs of player j, as well as about the strategies of 

player j. Exchangeability requires that the prior of player i on these two 

sets must be supported by the product of two subsets of each set. In other 

words, if player i thinks that playing strategy one while having belief one 

-- - ------------------------

.1 
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could possibly describe player j, as well as playing strategy two while having 

belief two, then player i must believe that playing strategy one while having 
i 

belief two could a1so describe p1ayer j. The restriction here is on the support 

of i's prior, and not on the measure itseIf. Of course, stochastic indepen-

dence would satisfy this condition. This is less intuitive than the other axioms 

we examine, but still weaker than requiring a theory or the beliefs to be corr~on 

knowledge. In some sense, it appears similar to the principIe of insufficient 

reason in this contexto 

FinaIly, we derive axioms which lead to a correlated equiIibrium. This is a 

reformulation of Aumann (1985) in our frarnework. The use of the infinite 

recursion of beliefs a110ws us to high1ight an implicit assumption in Aumann's 

original formulation and indicate when it is necessary. In terms of behavioral 

and informationa1 assumptions, correlated equilib~ium requires the strongest 

hypotheses. It requires that each pIayer's beliefs are conditiona1 distributions 

from a co~~on prior. There is a1so a strong sense of centra1ization and 

coordination which is not present in the other solution concepts. It requires 

that not on1y d-id the players talk before the game was played, they established a 

common payoff irrelevant randomization to coordinate their activities. 

Subjective corre1ated equilibria are a1so discussed and we argue that they are 

the same as iterative1y undominated strategies given our earlier results. 

2. DISCUSSION OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The pioneering papers in the Bayesian approach are those of Harsanyi (1967-

68), Armbruster and Bõge (1979), Bõge and Eise1e (1979) and Mertens and Zamir 

(1985). This paper cannot possibly have been written without the foundational 

work contained in these four contributiofiS. The spirit of this paper is closer 

to that of Armbruster and Bõge (1979) and Bõge and Eisele (1979). Those papers 

were concerned with solution concepts for games as well. Bernheim (1984) and 
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Pearce (1984) provided the arglli~ents on which the results for rationalizability 

are based. 

Between the first revision of this paper (October, 1984) and the current 

revision, several independent articles -- some very closely related in form and 

spirit, others only in spirit -- have come to our attention. 

Aumann (1985), which derived correlated equilibrium axiomatically and from 

which Section 7 of this pape r w~s taken, uses a framework which is based on the 

Alli~ann (1976) definition of common knowledge. Informal versions of Aumann (1985) 

have been given since before the very first draft of this paper was written (May, 

1984) • 

l Bernheim (1985) discusses many of the issUes with the four solution concepts 

touched upon in this pape r and contains similar results. In earlier versions of 

this paper, the term "Axiom" was not us~d; only "restrictions on beliefs" were 

imposed. Our new boldness here, reflects Bernheim's leadership. The axioms he 

studies are [R], [IJ and [CP], and although his framework does not permit a 

discussion of knowledge and layers of knowledge, there is a large intersection of 

subject matter. 

Brandenberg and Dekel (1,985) have also begun to apply the Bayesian framework 

to games. They'study the relationship between correlated equilibrium, subjective 

correlated equilibrium and rationalizable. 

Binmore (1985) contains many sentiments about the proliferation of solution 

concepts which have a~so motivated our paper. His approach, the use of finite 
I 

i automata and Turing machines, is drastically different from the Bayesian 

approach. Finite automata are genetically encoded to frown at infinite 

recursions. 

The framework we use in the analysis of normal form garnes can be extended to 

.;- extensive form garnes. Reny (1985) presents a first step in this direction and 

.. ' 



point~ out the rather disturbing fact that "rationality is common knowledge" 

cannot be imposed at every information set. Some information sets are reached 

on1y if that hypothesis is blatant1y violated. 

3. GAMES AS BAY~SIAN DECISION PROBLEMS 

In this section we wi1l set up the Bayesian framework for analyzing the 

foundational issues which we are interested in. We sha11 be concerned with the 

following complete information símultaneolls game: 

Definition 3.1: A g@ne with n plavers, r 

(A" ... ,An ,01, ... ,On) , where: 

is a 2n-tuple 

(i) Each Ai' the set of strategies or actions avai1able to player 1 is a 

compact metric space; 

(li) If one denotes 
n 

A = .rI, J= 
o. 

1 
is a function from A to R , which 

gives the payoffs to player i for each of the possible combination of 

strategies of alI players. ü. is assumed to be continuous for each i. 
1 

(When is of interest, we 1et x . = 
-1 

rI x .• ) 
j~i 1 

We assume that the structure of r is well understood by alI the players. 

(This is formalized in the axiom at the end of this section.) The remainder of 

this section wi11 convert the garne r into a Bayesian decision problem for 

player i: [If S is compact and metric, 1et à(S) be the set of probability 

measures on S endowed with the Bore1 cr~algebra. Furthermore, à(S), endowed 

with the topology of weak convergence of rneasures, is compact and metrizable --

see Bi11ings1ey (1968) or Hildenbrand (1974).] 

Definition 3.2: A Bavesian decision oroblem for player i is given by 

(1) Si a compact metric probabi1ity space endowed with the Bore1 cr-algebra. 
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Si represents alI the elements which are uncertain to player i; (li) Ai' a 

compact set of actions available to player i; (iii) Ui: Ai x Si + R , his 

his subjective prior on Si. 

" 

1 

subJective utilityfunction; and (iv) P. € à(S.) , 
1 1 

Given a decision problem, one can derive structure above from more basic 

_ facts, as in Savage:' (1954). It is important to note that Ui and Pi 

eharaeterize player i. 

Definition 3.3: Let V.: 
1 

A. x à(S.) + R be the exoected subjective 
1 1 

~tility for player i, when he takes an action ai' and has prior 

P.: V.(a.,P.) = f 
1 1 1 1 S. 

1 

simply write V(ai f 

U.(a.,s.) dP.(s.) To avoid unnecessary notation, we will 
11111 

Definition 3.4: Player i is Bayesian rational when, faced with a Bayesian 

-decision problem, he chooses an action ai € Ai such that 

v(ã.,p.) ~ V(a.,P.), li a. € A . 
. 11 11 11 

We are therefore searching for a reasonable speeifieation of the universal 

spaee of uncertainty Si' for player i, which contains alI the elements of his 

uneertainty. Once this is derived, we need to specify his utility function Ui 

and his prior Pi to complete the conversion of the game in Def. 3.1 into a 

deeision problem in Def. 3.2. 

The simultaneity of the game r implies that player i chooses a strategy 

in ignoranee of the strategies ehosen by the other players. Henee the basie 

uneertainty that player i faces is: 

Definition 3.5: Let s? = 
1 

Player i, who is Bayesian, must have a prior on this basie uncertainty.Such a 

prior is a point in the set of alI probability measures on n Aj: 
j~i 



I 

r 

. ,. 

I ., 

I 

r . 

r 

Definition 3.6: Let S~ = 
1 

iJ 

6( II AJ} 
j~i ° = 6(S.}. 

1 

S~ does not exhaust the uneertainty faeed by player i. He realizes that 
1 

player j must'have a prior on SO as well, and this prior or the first layer 
j 

belief of player j a point in S~ -- is unknown to player 
J 

i. Consequently, 

1 n Sj' the first layer beliefs of the other players, is also part of the 
J~i 

uneertainty faeed by player i. Thus, i must have a prior in this as well and 

sueh a prior would be a point in the set of alI probability measures on 

as well as on the basie uneertainty: 

Definition 3.7: S~ = 6( II A II S 1 ) ° II S 1 ) x = 6(S. x 
1 j~i j j~i j 1 j~i j 

Notiee that we have ineluded O 
Jf A j' the basie uneertainty spaee, in S, = 

1 
j~d 

the domain of th~ seeond layer beliefs. We are permitting player i 'to believe 

that strategies of the other players (points in II A - ) 
j~i j 

would be eorrelated with ' 

some first layer beliefs of the other players (points in 1 
fi Sj). This point 

j~i 

will be more obvious when we impose, the eondition that player i believes 

player j is rational in the next seetion 

Just as S' 
j 

was uneertain to player i, so is S2 d j an so on. Henee eaeh 

of these layers. of beliefs of player j is uneertain to player i and i must 

suceessively have priors in: 

Definition 3.8: S1 A( fi A II S1-1) . = U j x j 
1 j~i j~i ' 

As before, we are allowing player i to believe that the strategies of the 

other players may be eorrelated with their 1-1 th layer beliefs. Beginning with 

the basic uneertainty 

recursion of beliefs . 

II A., player i ' s stream of priors is an infinite 
j~i J 
We assume that a Bayesian player i is'completely 



characterized by his infinite recursion of beIiefs (equivalently, his type or 

psychology) which is a point in: 

Definition 3.9: ao { 1 2 S. = (s.,s., ... ,) E 
111 

( 1 2 . s.,s., ... ) 
1 1 

satisfies the 

minimum consistency requirement}. 

The minimum consistency req~irement, discussed in detail in Appendix A, 

simply requires that if the probability of an event E may be computed using 

i's t th layer belief, 9-s., or his m th layer belief, 
1 

m s. , 
1 

they must give the 

same number. 

The reader may wonder if we have exhausted alI the uncertainty of player i. 

By extending our earlier argument, it may seem that since 
a> • 

S. is unknown to 
J 

player a prior on 
a> 

Such a prior would be.a i, he !Ilust have II Aj x TI S .. 
j~i j*i J 

6(S? 
a> 

point in x II Sj) as before. That is, player i . should have a prior 
.1 

j*i 
on 

the infinite recursion of beliefs of the other players as well. Tne answer .to 

this question is given by the fundamental mathernatical result proven in Arm-

bruster and Bege (1979), Bege and Eisele (1979) and Mertens and Zamir (1985): 

Theorem 3.1: Vi' 
a> 

S. is compact and metric in the topology induced by the 
1 

product topology on 1 
II S .. 

2.~ 1 1 

is that rnarg O [ c!J • (s ':') ] s. 1 1 
1 

1 
= s. 

1 

Moreover, Vi there exists a canonical homeomor-

One property of this canonical homeornorphism 

Proof: See one of the above sources. Q.E.D. 

a> 

Remark: The cantent af this thearem is that the two, and O 6(S. x 
1 TI S j)' 

j*i 

are of the "same size" (homeomorphic) and althaugh one might consider another 

layer of prior on SO. cu 
x TI S., 

1 J*'i J 
it would be redundant as this inforrr~tion is 
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.. , 

already contained in 
ao 

Alternatively, S .. a reinterpretation of player i's 1 

type of infinite layers of belief, is that it is in itself a prior on 'lI A. 
J1:i J 

as 

well as the infinite layers of beliefs of alI the other players. Horeover, the 

theol'em allows us to define the universal domain of 

based on the basic uncertainty space rr AJ' 
j*i 

to be 

uncertainty for player i, 

ao 
11 A x 11 SJ . 

j*i j j*i 
It can be 

interpreted as saying that this space exhausts alI that is uncertain, to agent 

i, about the environment when the basic space of uncertainty is rr Aj' As a 
J*i 

result, instead of the sequence of beliefs we generated earlier, the standard 

Bayesian approach can be applied by taking the space s. = 
1 

ao 
rrAjx rrS. 

j*i j:ti J 
as the 

given domain of uncertainty and then the Bayesian player i must have a prior on 

this space. 

The canonical homeomorphism allows us to speak of the type of the 

agent i, and his prior on interchangeably. Hence, a type of 

~ player i uniquely determines the prior of player i on the state of the basic 

uncertainty and the types (or states) of the other agents. I.f an agent is of 

type Si' his prior on rr A 
j*i j 

x 
co 

rr S 
J:ti j 

is given by 
co 

~i(si)' Consequently, his 

prior on rr A 
j:ti j 

can be recovered using the canonical homeomorphism and taking 

the marginal of 
co 

~. (s. ) 
1 1 

on 11 Ar 
j*i 

extensively below is the marginal of 

prior on the possible types of player 

on the infinite recursion of beliefs 

co 
( Le. supp marg Ijl. (s.) the support 

a> 1 1 
Sj 

Another feature of which we use of 

on This is player i's 

j, equivalently, it is player i's prior 

held by player j. In particular, the set 

co 
i's of the marginal on Sj of player 
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prior) represents the set of types which player i believes player j can be. 

We are now in a position to define: 

Definition 3. 10: Given a game r, we define the .!3avesian decision [!roblem 
(J) 

associated with r when player i's beliefs are given by s. E s':' as: 
1 1 

(i) s. A 
(J) 

( ii) A. is = -i 
x S .; the same as A. for r' 

1 -1 1 1 
, 

( ii) U.(a.,s.) = Ü.(a., ProjA (s.»); 
111 11 .1 

and (iv) P. e: â(S.) 
1 1 

-1 

i5 given by where is the canonical homeomorphism between 

s~ and â(A. x Sm.} = â(S.). 
1 -1 -1 1 

Remark: We have therefore defined the universal doma in of uncertainty of player 

i to be the strategy sets as well as the infinite recursion of beliefs for the 

other players. The utility function is simply the payoff function in the 

original garoe since ProjA (s.) e: A . 
. 1 -1 

is just the strategy choices of the other 
-1 

players. 

When player i's beliefs are given by 
(]) CD 

s. e: S., 
1 1 

the natural prior on the 

universal space of uncertainty is gíven by Tl1eorem 3.1: which 1.5 a 

It seems that the on1y re1evant probabi1ity 

distribution for player is the margA [ <1>. (s ':') ], 
.11 

-1 

since: 

S D.(a.,s.) d[ •. (s~)J(s.) = f Ü.(a.,a .) d[margA ( •. (s':')]]. s. 1 1 1 1 1 1 A. 1 1 -1 -i 1 1 
1 -1 

V(a.,4>.(s':'») = 
1 1 1 

This seems to 

tell us that the on1y important part of 
CD 

S. 
1 

is the first order belief. We shall 

see that this is not so. In fact, in the next sections we show how one can 

obtain several different kinds of behavior and solution concepts by imposing 
m 

restrictions on the possible Si 's. 8y an abuse in notation, we define 
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Definition 3.11: V(a.,cp.(s~») = V(a.,s~) . 
111 11.' 

In surrmary, the central assumption of the Bayesian approach is: 

Axiom [B): The decision player i faces in r of Def. 3.1 is the same as the 

Bayesian decision problem associated with r, given his infinite recursion of 

beliefs of Definition 3.10. 

4. THE BAYESIAN FOUNDATION OF SOLUTION CONCEPTS 

Holding the strategy sets of each player constant, a game r is simply 

given by the payoff function. Hence the space of games is the space of alI n-

tuples of payoff functions. A solution concept then maps each garne into subsets 

of the strategy sets of players -- the outcomes of the garoe which game theorists 

believe would or should occur when a given game is played. 

Definition 4.1: Solution Concepts .. Let G be the n-product of the space of alI 

n 
contilluouS functions from II A. into the real line. G is the space of games, 

. 1 1 1= 

holding the strategy sets constant. A solution concept I is then a correspon-

n 
dence I: G +~ TI A .. 

01 1 
1= 

Hence given a game r E G, 
n 

l(r) c II A. is the solution concept. For 
. 1 1 1= 

example, r could be the Nash equilibrium mapping and l(r) the ·set of Nash 

equilibria of the game r. 

Since we have taken as an axiom that the decision faced by players in r is 

the same as the Bayesian decision problem, we are led to investigate the beliefs 

of player i (i.e. restrictions on s7) and how he behaves given these 

beliefs. In particular, given a ga~e r and a solution concept r, what' 

assumptions would result in player i taking an action consistent with the 



solution ccncept -- that is, choose a strategy in ProJA.L(r). 
1 

Similarly, what 

assumption on beliefs and behavior for alI the players would lead them to choose 
( 

a vector of strategies which lies in r(r). 

We impose the following axiom from the be~inning: 

Axiom [B.R.): Given Axiom [BJ, wben player 

Rational in the sense of Def. 3.2. 

cu 
i has beliefs s., 

1 
he is Bayesian 

Thus, given a stream of priors, player i will choose a strategy to 

maximize his expected subjective utility. Axioms [B] and [B.B.) cannot be 

objectionable if one is sympathetic towards the Bayesian appro~ch and if one 

takes the simultaneity of r seriously. The remaining task is to find áxioms on 

the infinite recursions·of beliefs of players which would lead them to behave 

consistently with a given solution concept. 

A more~dventurous approach would be to-lay down axioms on these priors 

which one is comfortable imposing on alI gruT.es and to derive the resultant 

behavior of the Bayesian rational players, calling this a solution concept. We 

feel that it is premature for us to attempt this and currently lean towards 

tailoring assumptions on beliefs on a case by case basis. 

5. THE BAYESIAN FOUNDATIONS OF ITERATIVELY UNDOMINATED STRATEGIES AND 
RATIONALIZABLE BEHAVIOR 

We consider two axioms on the beliefs af Bayesian rational players and 

derive solution concepts which are consistent with them. 

i believes that Bayesian rationality of The first axiom [R] is that player 

~ alI the players is common knowledge. In the absence of any other restriction, we 

show that the player must then take a strategy which is rationalizable against 

correlated strategies of other players. This is equivalent to iterative 

elimination of strictly dominated strategies. We also show that every action 



f 
which is rationalizable against correlated strategies can be supported by an 

infinite recursion of beliefs for player i which is consistent with 

"rationality is COll1lT.on knowledge." Hence, if this axiom is the only one the game 

theorist is willing to impose on beliefs, then his solution concept must coincide 

with the iterative elimination of strictly dominated strategies. 

The second axiom [I] is "players act indepenàently is com:non knowledge." 

Such a rcstriction on the beliefs of a player will lead him to play a strategy 

which is rationalizable in the sense of Bernheim (1985) and of Pearce (1985) when 

combined with Axioms[B], [B.R.] and [R]. Each rationalizable strategy can also 

be supported by beliefs consistent with the four axioms. Hence if these four are 

the only restrictions which one is wil1ing to place on the beliefs, the solution 

concept one has to use must be the Bernheim and Pearce notion of rationalizable. 

Definition 5.1: Iteratively Undominated Strategies or Rationalizable Strategies 
Against Correlated Strategies of OtherPlayers 

Let A? = A. 
1 1 

. 
A~ {ai = E A. : There exists 

1 1 

" 1-1 
~ E â(j~i Aj ), s.t. 

A 

f O.(a.,a .) d~ = Max f O.(a.,a .) d~} 
1 "1 -1 1 1 -1 

A . A A. 
-1 aiE i -1 

The iteratively undominated strategies of player i are n 
1~O 

A~ 
1 

Remark: ( i) Note that if a. E A~ is not a best response against some 
1 1 

of the other players with support .contained in 1 correlated strategy TI A j' 
j*i 

then a· 1 
is not 

( ii) A strategy 

against II Ai. 
j~i j 

in A1+1 
I 

and is eliminated in the i. th round. 

Ai.. a. E 
1 1 

is strictly dominated by a mixed strategy 

if for every a E II Aj' f u. (; . , a .) d~ > U.(a.,a .). 
-1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 

j*i A. 
It 

A~ 
1 1 . 

that if strictly dominated by ~ E â(A i ) should be 

'" against 

clear 

1 
II Aj' 

j~i 

a. E is some 
1 1 

ít would not be in Since strictly dominates ai' 



there must be apure strategy in the support of ~ which gives a higher payoff 

than ai against a_i' 

The converse requires proof: that if 

exists 
" 9.. 

~ E ll(A.) 
1 

such that for every 
9-

a . E II Aj' -1 
j*i 

1+1 
and a. t A. , 

1 1 
then there 

... 
f Ü.(a.,a .)d~ > Ü.(a.,a .). 

1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
Ai 

This is contained in the Appendix to Pearce (1984) and requires a fixed-point 

type argumento 

Definition 5.2: Knowledge of Bavesian Rationalitv 

Vi, i knows everyone is rational 

a> K~ {s~: (aj,s;) [4>I(s7)] <=> s. E = E supp margA SCD 
1 1 1 .X j J 

=> v(aj,s;) = max VC-; j' s;)} 
ajEAj 

Vi ., . i knows everyone (knows everyone) 9..-1 Is rational 

a> K1. <=> S. E 
1 1 

SCD
j 

E supp marg [4>.(s~)] CD 1 1 
Sj 

Remark: When the beliefs of player i, then is his prior on the 

st~ategies and ínfinite recursion of oeliefs of the other players by Axiom [B]. 

a> 1 si E Ki implies that if player i believes that it is possible for player j 

to take strategy aj when he has beliefs sj (that is, 

(aj,sj> E supp marg a>[$i(s7»)), then aj must maximize player j's expected 
AjxS j 

a> 
subjective utility given j's prior $j(Sj)' 

In other words, player i believes that player j is Bayesian rational or 

satisfies Axioms [B] and [B.R.]. Higher leveIs of knowledge of rationality are 

simply defined inductively. Hence implies that player i believes 

nfl\ffiACo\O C-l',TUUO VARC"':'.~ 
.! n"",1'\ MI\.lOU HENltlOIJ '. :,Jlld' > : ... -

~ 
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that player j's beliefs are in Kt - 1 
j . 

ZI-

That is, i believes that j believes 

rationality is kno~n up to t-l layers. This definition captures the intuitive 
! 

notion of corr~on knowledge. A mo~e thorough discussion af this and comparison 

with Aumann (1976) is pravided in Tan and Werlang (1986). 

Axiom [R]: Bayesian Rationality is Common Knowledge. 

Vi, 

Lemma 5.1 states that if player i believes that everyone (knows every-
t-1 m t 

one) is rational, i.e. si E Ki , then any of the strategies he believes the 

other player may play -- strategies in the support of his prio~ on the strategies 

of the other players (a. E supp margA [~.(s~)J) -- must survive 1 rounds of 
-1 . 1 1 

-1 

elimination of strictly dominated strategies. Moreover, Theorem 5.1 states that 

rational player i then chooses a strategy which survives t+1 rounds of 

elimination of strictly dominated strategies. 

Proof of Lemma 5.1: By induction 

Let 

> A
l = a j E j 

Then 

= max V(.,sj) 
Aj 

since margA [~j{sj)J 
-j 

f ts the required ~ E ~(A~j) in the definition Sincc this is true for alI 

j;!i, m 1 
then a_i E supp margA .[~i{si») => a_i E A_i' Hence 

·-1 

mAl. supp margA [~.(s.)] c -1 
.11 

-1 
Assume that s~ E K~ => supp margA [~.(s~)J· c A~i 

1 1 . 1 1 
-1 



We shall show t-hat 
co K~+l => supp margA [$.(s~») A 1-: 1 . s. E: C 
1 1 .11 -1 

-1 

co K~+ 1 . Then for (aJ,s;> margA· S [~.(s~>] Let s. E E supp , we know by 
1 1 jX j 1 1 

the definition of K7+ 1 
1 

Hence by the inductive hypothesis, 

supp margA [~j(sj>] c Al Now, 
co K7+ 1 K~ by definition, that s. E c so 

-J 1 1 1 
-j 

v(aj , sj> = max V("s;) . Hence, a j E 
Al+l since margA [~j(sj)] E ô( A~ J > 

Aj 
J -j 

the required 11 E Ô(A~J} in the definition of A~+l Since this holàs for 
J 

all j, a . E supp margA [~.(s~}] => a . E At
-:

1 
• 

-1 . 1 1 -1-1 
-1 

is 

Q.E.D. 

r . Theorem 5. 1 : co Kl. If player i is Bayesian rational and si E: 1 then he ch'ooses 

an action a. E A7+1• 
1 1 

Proof of Theorem 5.1: 

co K~ supp margA [~.(s~}] Al . Hence ~i(s~} ô(Al .) s. E => c margA E 
1 1 .11 -1 -i -1 

-1 

Since i is rational, he chooses an action ai 

s.t. 
V(a.,s~} = max V("s~> 

1 1 A. 1 

1 

= f O.(·,a .)d[margA . ~.(s~>] 
A 1 -1 . 1 1 

-i 
-1 

= f O.(·,a .)d[margA ~.(s~)] 

Al
. 

1 -1 -i 1 1 

-1 

since the support of margA . ,.(s~> c Al
. by Prop. 4.1. Hence a. E A7+ 1 . 

1 1 -1 1 1 
-1 

Q.E.D. 
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The following is immediate: 

Theorem 5.2: Under Axioms [B], [B.R.] and [R], player i chooses an action ai 
I. 

E: n A. 
f..~1 1 

Remark: 5.2 states that rationality is co~~on knowledge leads to a Bayesian 

rational agent taking a strategy"which is an iteratively undominated strategy. 

Hence if these thr"ee axioms are imposed, the solution concept must survive 

iterative dominance. 

Does rationality impose more restrictions than what is irnplied by Theorern 

5.2? Is the solution concept which is consistent with Axiornx fB), [B.R.] and [R] 

a strict subset of the iteratively undominated strategies? The answer, which is 

no, is contained in the following two results. Lernrna 5.2 states that for every 

strategy which survives rounds of elimination, there is a belief 
.., 

S. 
1 

pIayer i which is consistent with "rationality is"known to leveI ll.," for 

which that action is a best response. Theorem 5.3 then states that ever.y 

for 

str-ategy which survives alI rounds of elimination can be rationalized by some 

prior \-lhich is consistent. with "rationality is corrunon knowledge." 

These two results then irnply that if K~ 
1 

is alI one is willing to assume 

about the beIiefs of the players, we must be satisfied with" only 1+1 rounds of 

elimination, and if "rationality is corranon knowledge" is alI we want to assullle, 

our solution concept must coincide with iterated dominance. Notice that Lemma 

5.2 implies that rationality by itself, or knowledge of rationality up to some 

finite leveI, it not sufficient to give rise to iteratively undorninated behavior 

in general. The full common knowledge assumption is required. 

The proofs of these two results, as wéll as several technical lemmata on 

measurability which are required for their proof are contained in Appendix B. 

The technical lemmata may be of interest for others who wish to apply this 
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.. 
i 

framework. 

Le!mTla 5.2: Vi, V(, V a. € A~+1 
1 1 

CD K1. there exists s. E such that 
Ao : CI) 

a. E arg max V(a.,s.) . 
111 

aiEA i 

Proof: See Appendix B. 

Le!!l!Da. 5.3: 

as K~ S. E n 
1 

1~1 
1 

Proof: --

Let 

and 

See 

a. E 
1 

n 
1~1 

v(ai,s;) 

Appendix 

A~ 
1 

Then there exists 

A a> 

= max V(a.,s.). 
1 1 

a.€A. 
1 1 

B. 

1 1 

CD as 
S. E S. 

1 1 

Q.E.D . 

such that 

Q.E.D. 

We now add indepeDdence to rationality and stat~ the analogous results 

pertaining to rationalizable strategies in the sense of Bernheim (1984) and 

Pearce .(1984). It should be clear that in a precise sense, rationalizability 

requires more assumptions about the beliefs about each player than iterative 

dominance. See, however, the discussion of results before the conclusion for our 

·subjective view of the two solution concepts. We let 

N 

·N 
® 6(A.) denote the set 

. 1 1 1= 

of probability measures, on II A., 
. 1 1 1= 

which are products of measures on each Ai' 

Definition 5.3: Rationalizable Strategies (Bernheim, 1984 and Pearce, 1984) 

there exists 

The Rationalizable Strategies of pléqer i are 
r. . 

n R .. 
t~O 1 

S.t. 
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.. . 

.. 

Definition 5.4: Knowledge of Indeoendence. 

Player i believes everyone acts independently. 

... 1 
{S7 E 

<D ... 
E ® 6(Aj>l (:) Si E r. : Si: margA 41.(s.) 

1 .11 
-1 j*i 

Player i believes (everyone knows) 2.-1 is rational 

Axiom [I]: Indeoendence Is Common Knowledge if 

<D 

Vi, s. E 
1 

Lemma 5.3: Axioms 

an action in R~+1. 
1 

2. 
n r.. 

2.~ 1 1 

[B], [B.R. ], 
ClD K~ I~ and· s. E n implies 
1 1 1 

that player i 

Theorem 5.4: Axioms [B], [B.R.], [R] and [I] imply that player i takes a 

rationalizable strategy. 

LemIDa 5.4: \li, \l2. , H A 2.. +1 , "ai E 1 there exists such that 
.... 

ai E .arg max V(ai ,s7) . 

atEAi 

takes 

Theorem 5.5: Let 2. 
ai E n R .• Then there exists <D "" (K~ I~.) 

s i E 2.~ 1 i n 1 
such that 

2.~ 1 1 

The proofs of these four results are straightforward adaptations of the proofs 

for the analogous results for iterative dominance. 

Again, ifAxioms [B], [B.R.], [R] and [I] are alI the restrictions that one 

Is willing to impose on the priors of the players, then the solution concept one 

. must use coincides with rationalizability. By Theorem 5.5, these axioms do not 
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restrict behavior any further. 

6. THE BAYESIAN FOUNDATIONS OF NASH EQUILIBRIUM 

This section is taken from Werlang (1986). 

The Nash concept is by far the most widely accepted solution concept. It 

has frequently been argued that it should be a necessary property of any solution 

concept. Hence, many of the newly introduced solution concepts discussed in the 

introduction and subsets of the Nash solution concept for âny game. 

We saw in Section 5 that the four axioms we discussed earlier are not 

sufficient to generate Nash behavior. If a Bayesian Rational player's beliefs 

were consistent with rationality and independence being common knowledge, then he . 

may play any strategy that is rationalizable if we know nothing else about his 

beliefs. These strategies may not be Nash equilibr'ium strategies. 

6.1 COORDINATION ~JD NASH BEHAVIOR 

Our first- result on Nash behavior is just a formalization of the usual 

justification for the Nash concept. This is expressed in the classical quote 

below, taken from Luce and Raiffa (1957, page 173): 

"Nonetheless, we continue to have one very strong argument for equilibrium 

points: if our non-cooperative theory is to lead to án n-tuple of strategy 

choices, and if it is to have the property that knowledge of the theory does not 

lead one to make a choice different from the dictated by the theory, then the 

strategies isolated by the theory must be equilibrium points." 

As one can see this justification 1s a simple restatement of the definition 

of a Nash equilibrium. The Nash equilibria are the only n-tuple of actions which 

are consistent with common knowledge of the actions taken, as well as of 

rationality. If one takes a theory to be single-valued, then the Nash equilibria 

are the only n-tuples of actions which are consistent with corr~on knowledge of 
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the actions taken, as we~l as of rationality. 

Fix a game r E G. The formalization of the knowledge of a theory 

(equivalently, solution concept) by the players, is simply the fact that the 

actions this theory predicts are the only actions which are considered possible 

by the players. The notation is.the same as in sections three and four. In 

particular, if one wants to refer to "knowledge of a theory I(r)," where r(r) 

is contained in ••• x A t n we have: 

Definition 6.1.1: 'Given r{r) contained in A, a theory, we say that player i 

knows a theorv L(r) when 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

m . 1 m m 
si E Li = {Si E Si: ProjA .Le r ) ~ supp margA .[.,(s7>]}: 

-1 -1 

In other words: player i knows a theory when he thinks other players are going 

to fulfill their role in this theory. 

Definition 6.1.2: A theory L(r) is common knowledge in the eyes of player i 

m 1 r 1. if: s. E n L., where: is given above, and 
1 t~l ~ 1 

t {m 1-1 . (li [CD ] m i.-1} Vi. ~ 2: Li = si E Li : Vk~1: Sk E SUpp marg m .i(5i ) =) Sk E Lk . 
5k 

Axiom [T]: Vi, the theory r(r) is common knowledge in the eyes of player i. 

Theorem 6.1.1: Assume that L(r) = {(ã1, ... ,ãn)}, that is to say, L is a 

single-valued solution concept for r under Axioms [B], [B.R], and [T]. Then 

I(r) is a Nash equilibrium. Moreover, any Nash equilibrium is compatible with 

common knowledge of the theory and common knowledge of rationality • 

Proof: Since player i knows that player k is rational and player k knows 

it follows that - is response to - for alI k i. the theory, ak a best a_k , ~ 

- a best response to - it is enough to carry the check that ai is a . , same 
-1 

argument above one more layer. Observe that it was necessary to use 001y 

To 
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ai K~ n r~. si E 1 1 The second part of the theorem is immediate. Q.E.D. 

i 
The result above gives one set of assumptions on beliefs and behaviors which 

justifies the Nash equilibrium concept. This set of assumptions is the main 

thrust of Nash equiIibrium. However, we feel that the theorem above also shows 

the weakness of the concept. In fact, the Nash equiIibrium is played when the 

actions which are going to be taken are common knowledge, before they have been 

taken. It shows the strong need for coordination in obtaining Nash behavior. 

This is the role played by several of the "stories" to justify Nash equilibrium 

behavior:_ they are mere coordination mechanisms. farnous examples of these 

stories are the "book of Nash" and the "gentIemen's club." The former is well 

known. The latter ís simply a revised version of the former: every player should 

belong to the same gentlemen's cIub, where the cIub's statute tells them how to 

behave in a game-theoretic situation. As they are gentlemen (and very possibly 

English), they alI give their word of honbr they will follow this statute 

(Binrnore (1984» and everyone believes everyone's word of honor. 

From the proof of Theorem 6.1.1, it was not"necessary to assume corrmon 

knowledge of rationality and the solution concept. Rationality known to two 

layers and the solution concept known to three were sufficient to show that the 

solution concept had to be a Nash equiIibrium. 

Notice, however, that this is slightIy stronger than the "knowledge of the 

theory" in the quo te from Luce and Raiffa above. 

6.2 THE KNOWLEDGE THAT PLAYERS MAY PLAY NASH EQUILIBRIUM 

In Subsection 6.1, we generated Nash behavior by formalizing the classic 

justification -- common knowledge of a theory. Here, we relax that assumption 

somewhat by just requiring that players beIieve that the other pIayers may play 

the Nash equilibrium, instead of must play in 6.1 . 
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It is well hnown that in the Cournot Duopoly with linear dCD~nd and constant 

rr.al'ginal cost, the un ique ~!3sh equil ibr ium is a1so the unique rationali~ab1e 

equilibrium. HO;..Jever, when there are three firms, although there is a llnique 

Nash equilibrium, there is a continuum of rationalizable equilibria. (See 

Bernheim (1984) and Moulin (1984).) !.je show in the context of an example th3t 

knowing the other players T.ay play Nash 310ng with Axioms [B), [B,R) and [R] 

results in a ~Jash equilibriuill for the L' r-,.oree • 1rm case. This gener3l i zaUon 

hc~ever is limited as we show that it does not work for four firms! 

~!,:....~"!:.p}e __ ~:?~ (Cournot 01 igopoly with 1 inear dé~l;2!1d and constant L~ar-g5. nal 

costs.) Let there be n identical .firms, each af them with maxiiilum capcity 10. 

Suppos~ ~arginal costs are constant and equal.to one. The market inverse d2~and 

function is given by P(Q) = ~ax(10-Q,0). The firms play with 4uantities in the 

fashion of Cournot. The strat.:;gy set of firm i is: Ai = [O, 1 ], with generic 

el:.ment qi. The payoffs are given by the profit functions 

Preferen~es are lexicographical: payoff functions 

should be maxirnized. In case of equality, quantity is rninirnized. This game has 

a unique Cournot-Hash solution: alI firms produce the quantity qi = 9/(n+1). 

~nen n = 2 the only rationalizable action for a firm is the Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium qi = 9/3 (see Bernheirn (1984) and Moulin (1984». For n = 3 the 

set of rationalizable actians for each firm is the interval [0,9/2]. 

Definition 6.2.1: (Knowledg~ and Common Knowledge That Other Plavers May Play a 

Nash Theo~.) Given a game r and (ã
1

, ••. ,ãn ) a Nash equilibrium (in pure 

strategies of this garoe, we say player i knows that other players may play it , 

if: m 1 {m m - [ ~]} Sl' E N. = S. E S.: a . E SUpp margA ~.(s.) . 
1 1 1 -1 . 1 1 

In the same way ~..Je say 
-1 

that it is corr~ilon knowledge in the eyes of player i that the ~Jash theory 
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~ay be p~~y~d by ath2r players, if 

R.~2: 
2. {'" 1-1 N. = S1' E N I!;kd' 1 i I • 

a:I 

S. E: 
. 1 

1 
n N. 

1~ 1 1 
where: 

Propositian 6.2.1: Let the game be as in example 6.2.1, with n = 3. Assume 

that rationality is carmon know1edge and that the possibi1ity of p1aying the 

Cournot equilibriwIl is aI so cor~aJ:in knowledge. Then, the on1y p03sible action 

taken by a l'ationa1 fir'm is the Coucnot-Nash equilibrium (which is qi = 9/4). 

Proof: The requirement above is that a:I t t 
s. E ( n K.) n ( n N.)(*)· and that every 

1 . t~ 1 1 1~ 1 1 

player is ratior.a1 ( ... "ne sets N~ 
1 

are generated according to Definition 6.2.1, 

taking as (~l""'~n) the trip1e (~/4, 9/4, 9/4}). First point to notice is 

that due to the syr;.;,;;etry af the garne, it ~s enough to concentrate the analysis in 

Oi1e partiCI!~ ar firm. We are going to show that the on1y action :.;hich is 

compatible with rational behavior and condition (*) is 9/4. Rearranging (*): 
<D t N~+ 1) • S. E: n (K. n This allows us to reinterpret the assumption of the 
1 t~l 1 1 

theorem. For example, K~ n N~ means 
1 1 

that not on1y p1ayer i thinks k is 

rationa1, but also that any action k takes may be rationalized by be1iefs ~hich 

contain the Cournot act:ons of the other players in the support. One can easi1y 

see that (*) is verified if and on1y if: (i) i thinks the others may p1ay 

(9/4,9/4); and (ii) alI actions i thinks k may take have to be rationalized 

by be1iefs which comprehend the Cournot actions in the support, and using the 

r symmetry of the game, every action in this support has to be rationalized by 

• 

I" 
beliefs which comprehend the Cournot actions in the support, and so on. Let us 

study what happens in each mental interaction described above. Let qi be an 

action which is a best response to a be1ief p E a([0,10] x [0,10]). The first 

thing to notice is that qi ~ (9/2,10). In fact, suppose note One can check 

that the action 9/2 wi11 give a higher payoff. A1so q. ~ 10 from the 
1 
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assumption that marginal costs are one: the firm can always produce O. Let ~s 

go to the second round (notice: we still did not us~ the fact that (9/4, 9/4) !s 

in the support of ~). Then [0,9/2]2 ~ supp[u), from t~e analysis above. In 

this case the response function can be computed and it is: 

Let qinf and qsuP be the infimum 2nd the suprel!1um of the support 2fter the 

infinite recursion. 8y the above formula, for every q E supp[u]: 

q 5 (1/2)(9 - 2q. f) (A) , and q ~ (1/2)(9 2 ') (8). ln - qsuP 

But the beliefs which support q must contain (9/4, 9/4) in the support. Thus 

inequality ( P.) must be strict if qinf 
~ 9/4, ánd inequality (B) in case ~ 

q ~ 9/4. sup Suppose one of the strict ineq~alities above hold. Let 1.1S say (~). 

One can take q to be qsuP in (A) and q to be qinf in (B), since the 

support is a closed set. Hence: This 

is a contradiction. Thus qinf = qsuP = 9/4, and the proposition followsQ.E.D. 

T.~e result above àoes not generalize. For the case of four firms we do not 

obtain the Cournot-Nash equilibrium as the only possible outcome. 

EX~~Dle 6.2.2 (Corrmon kncwledge of rationality and of the possibility of a Nash 

theory being played is not enough to obtain Nash equilibrium.) Consiàer the s~~e 

r game as above, with n = 4. In this case the Nash equilibrium is (9/5, 9/5, 9/5, 

~ 9/5). 
I~ 

We show, for example, that o can be an outcome in this game. This 

follows from the observations in the proor of the proposition above, plus the 

fact that: 

(i) O is the best res~onse to a belief which assigns probability 18/23 to 

(10/3, 10/3, 10/3), and 5/23 to actions (9/5, 915, 9/5); 
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(ii) 10/3 is the best response against a beIief which assigns probability 

46/81 to (O, O, O) and 35/81 ta. (9/5, 9/5, 9/5). 

From this ex~~ple one sees the need to investigate further on the founca-

tions of Nash behavior: the mere co~mon knowledge of the possibility of a Nash 

theory being pl8.yed does not imp~y !!2sh behavior, even in an eX2JlJple wi th a 

unique Nash equilibrium (with OI" without mixtures) ~hose actions have the 

property' of being unique best r~spor.ses given the actions of the others. The 

next subsection wi11 present another set of behavioral assumptions which will 

yield Nash behavior for any two-person game. The asswnptions 2nd the ~ain resuIt 

are taken from Armbruster and B6ge (1979). 

I l 6.3 KNO\>JLEDGE OF OTHER PLAYERS AND NASH EQUILIBRIUM 

We now proceed to 'investigate other, possibly weaker, sets'of assumptions 

Hhich would lead the players to pIay a Nash equilibrium. First, let us reinter-

pret a Nash equilibriurn in mixed strategies. The traditional view of a mixed 

strategy is literally that each player chooses a randomization device which 

I 
'? 

"plays" the mixed strategy. In the Bayesian Frarne\..JOrk, an aI terriative interpre-

tation of a mixed strategy for pIayer j is that it is pIayer i's prior on the 

strategies of player j. Hence, in a mixed strategy Nash equilibriurn, instead of 

each player actually randomizing according to their equilibriurn strategies, one 

cou1d instead have player i's prior to be the equi1ibrium mixed strategies of 

~ the other players. 
I 

• In this subsection, we provide an a1ternative assumption which wil1 imply 
I 
i~ Nash behavior in two-person games. First we have to interpret a mixed strategy 

Nash equilibrium in a subjective fashion. 

Definition 6.3.1: Let (1l1, ... ,lln) be a mixed str'ategy Nash.equilibriurn for the 

grtme u, where We say that the n-tuple of tvoes 
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plays the ~!2sh eauilibriwn (~1,···,1J ) ·n 
if for alI i: margA [~.(s~)J = ®k .uk = 

. 1 1 .~ 1 
-1 

1J 1 ® ... ® lI. 1 ® ~. 1 ® ... ® ~ • 
1- 1+ n 

The main result of this subsection is due to Armbruster and Bõge (1979). lt 

says that for two players, if rationality is co~non knowledge, and if each player 

knows the other player, then they play a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. 

Definition 6.3.2: Given an n-tuple (s7, ... ;s~) of beliefs, we say that 

player i knows the other olayers if: supp margs {~.(s~)] = {sm.}. 
. 1 1 -1 

-1 

This àefinition simply says that player i thinks that the only possible 

(n-l)-tuple of beliefs of other players is the actual one: 

The following theorem is a characterization of Nash equilibria in t~o-person 

games. The first part of the theorem below is in Arrnbruster and Boge (1979>. 

Tneorem 6.3.1: Let r be a two-person garoe. Suppose rationality is co~mon 

knowledge, and that player knows player 2 and player2 knows player'. Then 

they play a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of the game r in the sense of 

Definition 6.3.1. Conversely, if (~1'~2> is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium 

of r, there are beliefs (s7,s;) such that rationality is common knowledge, 

and each player knows each ot.her, with the property that (s7,s;> plays (~,,112) 

in the sense of Definition 6.3.1. 

Proof: Consider the pair ~1 = margA [~2(s;)J 1 
We 

know that Va, E supp 11
1

, a 1 is a best response to 112 , since player 2 thinks 

player 1 Is rational, and margs ,[·2(S;>]= {s~}. Similarly, Va2 E sUPP 11 2 , 

a2 Is a best response to .11 1. Thus (111'~2> Is a mixed strategy equilibrium of 

the game r. Conversely, suppose. (lll,1l2) is a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium 

ofthe garne u. One can construct the infinite hierarchles of bellefs (57,s;> 



which will play (~1'~2) by rationalizing in each round every point in the 

support of one of the mixed strategies by the mixed strategies of the opponent. 

These infinite hierarchies of beliefs will obviously satisfy the requirerroents of 

the theorem. Q.E.D. 

This resul t is appealing in the sense that if two players in a game ar'e so 

familiar with each other that they know each other's beliefs completely, then if 

rationality is also co~~on knowledge, each player's prior on the other player's 

strategic choice must be one of the other player's Nash equilibcium mixed 

strategies in a two-person game. Moreover, the two prioes come from the same 

Nash equilibriurn. Each player would then take a strategy in the support of his 

own equilibriurn mixed strategy. 

This result seems to lend support to one view of the Nash equilibril~. It 

is that. players are able to discuss the game with each other and formulate 

beliefs based on this discussion. If sufficient discussion has come to pass, the. . .1 

players should know each other's beliefs. This, along with rationality, leads to 

Nash equilibriurn behavior. 

Unfortunately, the result above is not true for games with more than two 

players. Consiàer a situation with three players. Each player has beliefs over 

the actions of the other players. Suppose these beliefs satisfy the following 

condition: for each player i, the support af the beliefs on the actions of 

player k (kti) is contained in the set of best responses of player k against 

player k's beliefs over actions of players who are not k. If there were only 

two pl~yers, the condition above would imply that the two players were playing a 

mixed strategy Nash equilibriurn, according to definition 6.2.1. With three 

players, the situation changes. It is not necessarily true that these players 

have a common prior. Thus, even when alI the three players know each othee, it 

is possible that they are not at a Uash eqllilibrium: this because they may hold 
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priors about the actions of others which âl'e not consistent wit a common prior. 

The next example will illustrate this point in formal terms. 

Exarnole 6.3.1: (Com~on Knowledge of Rationality and Knowledge of Each Other Does 

Not Imply NRSh Behavior in Three-Person Garnes.) There âre three players. The 

pure strategy sets âre: A1 = {uld}, A2 = {a,b} and A3 = {L,R}. The payoffs 

are given by the two matrices belorl. The matrix on the 1eft corresponds to 

player three playing L. The matrix on the right R. 

Figure 1 here 
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We now eonstruet three infinite hierarehies of beliefs (S~,S;,S;) such that ior 

every i: marg AjxAk[~i(s7)] = ~ij ® ~ik for j,k 1:. i, with j 1: k. These 

hierarehies of beliefs will be sueh that rationality is eommon knowledge and for 

a11 i: supp rnargs S [~.(s~)] = {(s~,sk~)} 
i X k 1 1 1 

for j '* k, and j,k * i (this 

means that eaeh player knows the 'other two players). The eonstruetion is 

simultaneous. The first order beliefs, 

respeetively. The higher order beliefs will be alI eonstrueted in the same 

fashion as the seeond order beliefs. For example, is 

given by: 3 21 = s11 0 ô{(s~,s~)}, where ô{'} is the probability measure whieh 

puts mass 1 on the set {.}. The hierarchies of beliefs thus built are elearly 

consistent and satisfy the properties required above. However, 1121 1= 1131' 

11 12 1= 1132' Therefore the triple 
m ~ m 

(s1,s2,s3) does not play a mixed 

strategy Hash equilibrium. 

6.4. THE EXCHANGEABILITY AXIOM AND THE NASH HYPOTHESIS 

A final axiom we study in relation to Nash behavior is exehangeability. 

Although it is less intuitive than the earlier assumptions, it is weaker and the 

first result we obtain requires no knowledge of Nash theory as in eontrast to the 

earlier seetions. It is therefore somewhat appealing sinee it derives Nash 

behavior from more basie assumptions. However, exehangeability itself is a 

strong assumption. 

Henee, Theorem 6.4.1 below states that in a two-player garoe, if two basie 

ass~~ptions on beliefs are imposed on a player, then as long as his beliefs 

satisfy these eonditions, his introspeetion will lead him to believe that his 

opponent will play a Nash equilibrium (in the sense of Definition 6.3.1 -- that 

" 
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his prior on the opponent's strategy is one of his opponent's equilibrium mixed 

strategies). Then he himself will take an action in the support of his own 

equi1i~rium mixed strategy. 

Axiom [El: Exchangeabi1ity is common knowledge among plavers: 

lIi: 
." 

S. E 
1 

n 
i.~1 

where lIi,i.: 

E~ 
1 

1 {." m ." E.= s. E S. ;lIj SUpp marg(A S"')[$.(S.)] = 
1 1 1 jX j 1 1 

[In words: the exchangeabi1ity hypothesis being commmon knowledge simp1y means 

that it. is common know1edge among p1ayers that if an action by player j, 

a
j 

E Aj' is considered possible by player i, then he a1so considers it possible 

when player j is of any of the types 
." 

Sj he be1ieves player j can be.] 

Certain games have ra"tionalizab1e strategies which are rationalized by a 

player i believing that player j is persistently wrong about himself (i). We 

require another restriction on beliefs to eliminate these completely inconsistent 

beliefs. The following assumption requires that i believes j may be correct 

about i: 

i Definition 6.4.2: Player i is said to be conjectura1ly consistent if: 
I .. 

cu ." ." ." 

lIjli: 11 Sj E supp marg co [41 i {Si)] => s. E supp marg ." ['j{Sj}] 
Sj 

1 S. 
1 

Before proving the main theorem of this section, we will reinterpret the 

notion of Nash equilibrium in a two person game. Let us suppose {~1'~2} is a 

Nash equi1ibri~~ of r in mixed strategies. We can interpret these as beliefs 
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about other players' aetions, so that lJ 1 t A(,A 1) is the belief that player 2 

has about player one's actions. He will then choose a2 t supp lJ 2 . 

Conversely, lJ2 t 6(A2) is the belief that player has about 2's actions. 

By the same token player will choose a 1 t supp lJ 1 (this by definition of 

Nash equilibrium: any action in the support of the Nash mixed strategy rnust be a 

best response against the rnixed strategy of the other player). 

Theorem 6.4.1: Suppose player i satisfies Axioms [B], [B.R], [R] and 

[E].' Let player i be conJecturally consistent. Also let r be a two person 

game. Then, for j i i marg
A 

[$,(s~)] is a Nash equilibrium mixed strategy 
J 1 1 

for p1ayer j. (This means that p1ayer i thinks player j is behaving 

according to a Nash mixed strategy, and, since p1ayer i is rational, he will 

choose an action in the support of his IDixed strategy Nash response.) 

Proof: Let us fix i = 1 , -- without 10ss of generality. Then, if' 

supp margA [~1(s~)] fact 
IX> IX> IX> 

,a2 t we must have, by the that s 1 t K1 n E1' 
2 

IX> 

that a2 is a best response against margA [~2(s2)] , for every 
1 

s; t supp marg IX> [~1(s~)]. But by conjectura1 consistency we have 
S2 

As p1ayer 1 thinks player 2 thinks he is rational 

(
IX> K2) 

s1 t 1 we must have that (al's~) t supp [92(S;)] then a1 is a best 

response to marg
A 

[~l(s~)]. By exchangeabi1ity this must be true for every 
2 

S; E w4rg sUPPslX> [~l(S~)] , 

2 

Consider the pair: for any 

Then they form a Nash 

'.' equilibrium, because: V a, t supp lJ" a, is the best response against Jl2 , 



and V a2 E SUpp ~2 a2 is the response against ~l . Notice that we used in 

... E2. K2. the proof only that si E 1 n 1 Q.E.D. 

This result cannot be generalized to n-person games unfortunately. See 

Werlang (1986) for an example. 

We now use exchangeability to generalize some of the earlier results (in 

particular TI1eorems 6.1.1 and Proposition 6.2.1). Instead of requiring the Nash 

theory to be corrmon knowledge we replaceit with exchangeability being cornrnon 

knowledge. In addition, we need the fact that the players may know who the other 

players are: 

Definition 6.4.3:An n-tuple of players beliefs is said to satisfy 

direct cons·istency when for alI i, 
... 

s . 
-1 

E supp marg [ ~ : (s ':') ] . 
Sa> • 1 1 

-1 

With these two hypotheses we have, then: 

Theorem 6.4.2: Let r be a two-person game. Suppose (s~,s;) are such that: . 

(i) S E K1~ n E1~ i for i = 1,2; and ( ii) are directly consistente 

Then (s~,s;) plays a Nash equilibrilli~. Conversely, any Nash equilibrium can be 

played by beliefs which obey (i) and (ii). 

... K1. 1 By S1 E 1 n Ei , a2 is a best response 

... 
to be!ief s2' In the same 

way, implies al is a best response to 

Thus, is 

a Nash equilibrium. Hence, (s7,s;) plays the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium 



The converse follows from the converse of Theorem 6.3.3. 

O.E.D. 

We can also generalize Proposition 6.2.1 when applied to strictly concave 

games. This involves the exchangeability hypothesis, as well as a plausible 

assumption: the assumption that each player thinks that the other players may 

think that a Nash equilibrium is being played. 

Theorem 6.4.3: 
111 1 2 Suppose is (ã

1
, ••• ,ãn) Let s. E K. n E .• r a garoe where is 

1 1 1 

a Nash equilibrium such that action - is the unique best every a. response 
J 

-against a_
j 

(in particular any strictly concave garoe will do). Assume that s· 1 

is an element of the set {s~ E S~IVK~i: 
l. 1 

there exists sk
lll 

E supp marg [~.(s~)], 
SIII 1 1 

k 

. such that Then if player i is rational, he will 

choose ã., the Nash action. Notice that uniqueness of Nash equilibria is not 
1 

·required. Conversely, any Nash equilibrium with the properties above may be 

played by hierarchies of beliefs with the properties above. 

Proof. Since there exists s~ E supp marg ... (~i(s~)], such that 
Sk . 

margA [$k(s~)] = 6 _ ' and since - is unique best response to - then ak a_k, 
-k {a_k} . 

K~ E~ supp margA [$.(s~)] = {ãk} by and But player i is rational, and 
1 1 k 1 1 

again, -a. 
1 

is uniquebest response to -a ., 
-1 

so that player i chooses 

The converse of the theorem is a direct consequence of the converse of Theorem 

6.1.1. O.E.D. 

It is interesting to note that there are several instances where Nash 

equilibria are played (in the sense of Definition 6.3.1) in which the exchangea

bility hypothesis is necessary. To see that, suppose (s~, ..• ,s~) are types of 
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an n-person game r. Assume that (~1""'Un) is a mixed s~rategy Nash 

equilibrium of the;game u, and that (s7, ... ,s~) 

sense of Definition 6.3.1, that is to say: for alI 

plays (J.l 1 ' ... ,lJn) 

i margA [~.(s~)] 
. 1 1 

-1 

in the 

Two hypotheses will impIy the necessity of exchangeability. The flrst hypothesis 

assumes that every t
m

k E supp margs [~.(s~)] k 1 1, 
is such that 

m 
t k thinks the Nash 

equilibrium (lJ1""'~n) is played. This hypothesis requires very little 

justification: it is very unlike Nash equilibrium to suppose it is being played 

without supposing other people think so also. To contradict it would be the saroe 

as saying that the players got to the Nash point by mere coincidence, which 

sounds extremely odd. The other assumption is less intuitive. It is a principIe 

af a priori ignorance. 
m 

Given a belief t k is considered possible by player 

l, anyak which is a best response to t~ must be considered·possible of being 

played by in the·eyes of player i. Notice that we do not require player 

i to consider alI best responses equally likely. W~ only need player i to 

.cansider that alI acticns which are best responses for are possible of being 
... 

played by t k. We conclude this section by stating the "necessity" of the 

exchangeability hypothesis: 

Theorem 6.4.4: Suppose (s7, ... ,s~) is such that they play the mixed strategy 

Nash equilibrium (J.l 1, .•• ,lln) • Assume.that the players think that other 

players think this Nash equilibrium is played. Finally, suppose that the 

ignorance principIe holds, that is to say: 

and ir ak Is a best response to 

supp marg [~.(s~)]. Then: Vi: 
A S

... 1 1 

k
X 

k 

Proof: Irnrnediate from the definitions above. Q.E.D. 
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7. CORRELATED EQUILIBRIUM AND COMMON PRIORS -- A RESULT OF AUMANN 

Aumann (1985) examines the concept of correlated equilibrium in very much 

the same spirit as our analysis of iterated dominance. He shows that r~tionality 

and a common prior being COmIDon knowledge gives rise to a correlated 

equilibrium. We provide that resuIt in our framework beIow. 

It should be noticed that the common prior assumption is stronger than the 

earlier axioms we have examined. It requires the highest degree of coordination 

among the solution concepts. It requires, implicitly, that players discuss the 

game before they play (as in some of the Nash justifications). Moreover, they 

set up a randomization device to correlate their actions. When it comes time to 

actually play the game, they believe that their earlier discussion was valid and 

their beliefs come from the common prior of the randomization device. Hence the 

degree of centralization and coordination .in a correlated equilibrium is the 

highest of the solution concepts we have examined. 

First, we must amend the definition of the infinite recursion of beliefs for 

player i to conform with the spirit of Aumann (1985). There, player i's 

basic domain of uncertainty includes his own strategies as well. This is in 

keeping with the interpretation that the randomizatión device the pIayers have 
. 

set up before the game will tell pIayer i which strategy to take (very much 

like a traffic light). 
n 

By abuse of notation in this section, we let S? = 
1 

n A. 
1=1 1 

n 
S~ = ó( n A. x n Sjl-1). 

1 j=1 1 j*i 
S~ is appropriately changed as well. 

1 

and 

So that there is 

a canonical homeomorphism, Hence; a belief of 

player i in this section provides a prior on the strategies of alI the players, 

including his own, and the beliefs of the other players • 
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n 
Definition 7.1: A Correlated Equilibrium is given by P E 6( n AJ)' a regular 

. j=1 

probability measure, with well defined conditional probability measures given 

each ai such that for every ai E supp margA.P, 
1 

.. 
a

1
. E a:-g m.ax f 5(a. ,a .)d P(a . la.) 

_ 1 -1 -1 1 

A A. 
aiE i -1 

The interpretation of this definition (which by A~~ann (1984) is equivalent 

to other formulations) is that the realization of the randomizing device tells 

player i to play ai. The probability distribution of the randomization is P. 

Hence, given the recommendation ai'· player i' s condi tional dist'ribution on 

the strategies of the other players (what the.device recommended to the other 

players) is P(-/ai ). Hence if P is a correlated equilibrium, it must be the 

case that a· 1 is a best response to 

Definition 7.2: We say that player 

( i) supp margA [~.(s~)] = {a.} 
i 111 

(ii) margA [cp. (s':')] = P{ / >} . 1 1 . ai . 
-1 

the conditional distribution P(-./a.). 
1 

i's beliefs 
'. 

trom a prior come 

ai E supp margA. P such that 
1 

n 
-p E 6(j!/j~ 

Player i believes that the other player's beliefs come from the common 

prior P ir: 

co cp' si E i = 



f=Y 

For 1 ~ 2, 

CP~ 
1 

By constructing the beliefs of player i, one can show that for any ai 

E supp margA.P, there is s~ E n CP~ such that supp margA [,.(s~)J = {al.}. 
1 1 1~O i 1 1 

In particular, for any i, it can be shown that 

m U _ n supp margA [~.(s~)J = 
CP~ i 1 1 

Si E l~O 1 

n 

supp margA.P 
1 

Axiom [CP]: The common prior P E 6( n Aj) is common knowledge: 
j=l 

CD 1 Vi, s. E n CP. 
1 1~0 1 

Theorem 7.1 (Aumann) : Suppose Axioms [B] and [BR] hold. Moreover, assume 

n 2 
I. there is P e: 6 ( n- A j) such that .for i, . 

m 
Moreover, every s. E n CP. 

j=l 1 1.=0 1 

n 2 1 
any (s~; .•. ,s~) E n ( n CP

j
), Axiom [R] is satisfied. Then, P is a 

j=l 1=0 

correlated equilibrium. 

Proof: We need to show that Vi, Vai e: supp margA.P, 
1 

... 
alo E arg max V(a.,P(·la.») (*) 

... 1 1 

aiEAi 

m 2 I. 
Let si E n CP. 

1=0 1 
Then for all 

since 

that 

for 



'J 

A 

Moreover, since a
j 

c arg Max v(aj,p(·la
j
}) 

ajcA j 

This is true for any a
j 

c supp margA [$.(s~}l • 
j 1 1 

Moreover, by the remark 

following Definition 1.2, 

then u 2 supp margA [~.(s~}] 1 j 1 1 
SID n CP. 

i E 1=0 1 

supp margA.P, 
1 

= u 2 supp margA p(·lsupp margA [~.{s~}l) 
li> 1 j i 1 1 

Si c n CP i 
1=0 

= u supp margA P{·la.} = supp margA P. 
a. c supp margA.P j 1 j 

1 
1 

So that {*} is true for j ~ i. 

What remains is to show this for player i. 

Since s~ c CP~ n K~, for any s; c supp marg ... [~i(s~)l, if 
Sj 

(ai's~) c supp marg ... [~j{s;)], rnargA .[~i{s7)] = P(·lai > and 
AixS i -1 

ai c arg MaX V(.,P(·la.»). 
A 1 

a.cA. 
1 1 

Since this is true for any ai c supp rnargA [~j(s;)] and 
i 

u 
li> .. s c 
1 

2 1 11> 

n CP. Sj 
1=1 1 

true for any ai c supp margA.P . 
1 

Hence, 

':- \li, \lai c supp margA. P, ai c arg Max V(. ,P( ·Iai }) 
1 

supp margA P, 
i 

it 1s 

Q.E.D. 
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Remark: Notice that since we required only = S. E 
1 

2 
1 1 

n CP. n K. 
1=0 1 1 

it is weaker than 

requiring that the prior P and rationality being co~on knowledge. In Aumann 

(1985), the model implicitly had.common knowledge of rationality and the prior 

built in at every state of the world. 

This theorem is really another version of Theorem 6.1.1 in disguise. 

Correlated equilibria are Nash equilibria of a game with an expanded strategy 

space. 

Aumann (1985) discusses the concept of subJective correlated equilibrium. 

This is the case where players are permitted to have different priors and may 

believe that other players have different priors. This is, by Theorem 5.2, the 

same as the iteratively undominated strategies. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

We developed a Bayesian framework for the analysis of normal form games and 

demonstrated how different sets ofaxioms or assumptions on the priors of the 

players in a game results in different behavior. 

We applied the framework to four solution concepts. Our own interpretation 

of the results is that the degree 'of coordination and communication which 

occurred before the game is played is crucial in guiding us to choose the 

appropriate solution concept. 

Thus if none such were thought possible before the game, the appropriate 

concept has to be rationalizable or iteratively undominated strategies. Here, 

I 

'

I our own subjective feeling is that although iteratively undominated strategies 

~ requires less assumptions than rationalizable, it is more peculiar becaus~ each 

player is acting independently from other players, yet he permits other players 

to correlate. 

Nash equilibrium was examined in detail and we provided formalizations of 

l traditional justifications as well as new results. 

conditions under which introspection alone would result in a Nash equilibrium in 

Although we derived 

a two-person game, these results do not generalize. Hence, for more general 

games, the traditional justification, which in our opinion requires the players 

to communicate and agree on a Nash equilibrium point, must be appealed to. 

Consequently, we feel that a Nash equilibrium is appropriate for situations in 

whi~h the players in a game have either a large degree of commonality (in 

particular, their beliefs about each other are not too far wrong in the several 

senses analyzed in Section 6) or that they have the opportunity to agree on a 

self-enforcing contract. 

Finally, correlated equilibria require the additional assumption of 

.correlation with a common prior. We feel that this solution concept requires the 
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greatest degree of coordination. The players must not only agree to an 

equilibrium as in Nash, they must set-up a randomization mechanism before the 

game is played in order to correlate their behavior. 

Ir communication and coordination underlies both the Nash and correlated 

equilibria, and if an analyst is willing to permit such activities in the 

situation he is studying, it seems natural then to eliminate equilibria which are 

pareto dominated by other equilibria. This is a suggested axiom which seems 

natural if one is willing to assume such a high degree of coordination as is 

implicit in these two solution concepts. 

I 

~ 

l 
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APPENDIX A 

In the definition of S~ one could include correlation among alI the 
1 

previous layers of beliefs. This is the approach followed by Mertens and Zamir 

(1982), but given the consistencyrequirements they have (as we do below), they 

show this is equivalent to the fpamework we use here. 

Observe that an arbitrary 1 -th order belief contains information about 

alI beliefs of order less than 1. An obvious requirement that should hold is 

that the first order-beliefs of player i should be the marginal of his second 

order belief on his basic uncertainty. We will construct a way of determining 

the lower order beliefs, given a belief of a certain order. This is the approach 

of Myerson (1983, 1984)~ However as it is very enlightening, we think it is 

worth going through it. Let us impose on a player's beliefs the minimal con-

sistency reauirement: that if it is possible to evaluate the probability of an 
. 

-'-event through his l-th brder beliefs and his k-th order beliefs, with t ~ k, 

then both the probabilities agree. Define inductively the functions that will 

recover the t-1-th order beliefs, given 1-th order beliefs, by: 

1-1 
1.~2:1f. : 

1 
S I.. 1-1 ... S • 

1 i· If 1 = 2, 

I. ~ 3, by induction on I. we assume 

I. ~ 3 , 

We have then: 

= s~(E x S'.) ~ E c oS?~ 
1 -1 1 

defined, and: 

o 1.-1 
E S. x S . ; 

1 -1 

For 

Pronosition A.1: Suppose alI players are aware that each of them satisfy 

1.-1 f. 2.-1' 
the minimum consistency r~quirement. Then Vi, V 1. ~ 2: Vi' (si) = si 
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Proof: Let us prove by induction. For 1 = 2, let 
o E c S. . Then the 
1 

event E (event = measurable set) is evaluated by 
1 s.. as 
1 

1 s.(E) . 
1 

However E 

is the same as 
1 2 

E x S_i evaluated .by. si . Therefore by the consistency of the 

2 1 1 2 = s.(E x S .) = V.(s.). They also know 
1 -1 1 1 

players: , because 

they know the others are consistent. Let us assume it is true for 1 ~ 2 We 

will prove that it is true for J!.. + 1 If it is true for J!.. we know that 

\!j 1 , ... ,n 1-1 1-1 1 Given the E c S~ 1-1 define = Sj = V
j 

(Sj). event x S . , 
1 -1 

* O si. E c S. x by: 
1 -1 

* {( O t O 1 O 1-1 1· } E = s. , (s J j.1 .) e: S. x S .; (s. , ('f'j ( Sj» '.1,) e: E • 
1 J ~1 1 -1 1 J~l 

By the induction hypothesis we have that 

* {( O t ) O 1 O J!..-1 } E = ,s., (s .) '.1. .e: S. x S .; (s l' , (sJ' ) j.11) e: E . 
1 J J~1 1 -1 ~ 

Therefore E* and E are the "same" events (same in the ~ense used before: one 

is true if and only if the other is). Hence by the hypothesis 

But v~(s~+l)(E) = s~+l(E*) and so the result follows. 
111 

Q.E.D. 

Given the proposition above, we will restrict ourselves to consistent 

beliefs. Therefore the set of alI possible beIiefs for player i is: 

.., { , 2 J!.. 
S. = (sl,si' ... ) e: n S. 

1 1~1 1 
lJ 1: 
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APPENDIX B 

We prove several technical le~mata regarding the measurability of beliefs 

~hich rationalize strategies. These results are of interest in themselves for 

future applications of this frame~ork. We then prove Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.3. 

Lemma B.l: Let A and B be compact metric spaces. Let f: A x B + R 

be a continuous function. Consider BR(A) = {a E A: there exists ~ E 6(B) 
'" 

~ith a E arg max 

aEA 

J f(a,b)q~{b)} (BR{A) is the set of actions in A, each of 
B 

~hich is a best response against some IDixed behavior on B}. Then BR(A) is 

nonempty, compact and metric. 

~: BR(A} ~, because given any ~ E 6(B) J f(·,b)d~(b) is 
B. 

continuous on the compact set A. 

lt is sufficient then to check that BR(A) is closed since it· is a subset of the 

compact and metric space A. Furthermore, it is enough to check sequentially. 

Let a E BR(A) 
n 

-converge to a E A . Then there exists ~ E 6(B) 
n 

such that 

~ is a best response to ~n. 6(B) is sequentially compact so there is a 

subsequence 

definition, 

f: B + R 
n 

{~nk}~=O -
+ ~ E 6(B) 

Vn , J f(a ,b)dp (b) ~ 
B n n 

by f (b) = f(a ,b) and 
n n 

Let us rename this subsequence ~ . n 
By 

J f(a,b)d~ (b) 
B n 

Va E A. Define 

f: B + R by f(b) = f(ã,b). Then 

f
n 

+ f V b E B • Also, is dominated by the function g(b) = max F(·,·) 
~ AxB 

Therefore by Hildenbrand (1914) Chapter 1, D.l.42, we have J f d~ + J r d~ . 
B n n B 

Thus, taking the limits on both sides of the inequality above gives 

I f(ã,b}dii(b) 
B 

A 

~ J f(a,b)dii(b} 
B 

V a E A =) ã E BR(A) . Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 8.2: Let A, 8 and f be given as in Lemma B.l. Let 

u: BR(A) + õ(B) be the following correspondence: 
i 

... 

lJ a E BR(A), u(a) = 

{u E â(B): a E arg max f f(a,b)duCb)}. Then u is upper semi-continuous. 
. aEA B 

, 
Proof: 8y Hiidenbrand (1974) chapter 1, B.III.Th.l, it is enough to check 

that a ... a 
n 

un ~ u => U E u(a) . But since 

have as in Lemma B.1: 

... 
f f(a ,b)du (b) ~ J f(a,b)du (b) V a E A . 
B n n - B n 

U E u(a ) 
n n we 

Therefore by arguments iàentical to Lemma B. 1 we have u E u(a) Q.E.D. 

Let G be the graph of the correspondence of the above lemma: 

G = {(a,u) E BR(A) x õ(B): U E u(a)} 

LemmaB.3 For llC-E'Õ(A)-, suchthat 

Supp llC = C (where C is an arbitrary closed subset of BR(A» there 

is a II E õ(A x õ(B» such that 

(" ) ,11 Supp II c GC = {(a,u) E G, a E C} . 

Proof: V D c õ(A x õ(B») , D Borel measurabIe, Define 

This is possible because given BR(A) is cIosed in A, one can view G as a 
• 

closed subset ofAx õ(B), therefore G is measurable. Hence p is well 

defined and (i) and (ii) are verified easily. 

Proposition B.1: Vi, 1, A~ 
1 

is compact metric. 

Q.E.D. 
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Proof: Straightforward applicati.on of Lemma B.l repeatedly. Q.E.D. 

Prooosition &.2: Vi, t, K~ is compact metric. 
1 

Proof: It is; sufficient to show that K~ is closed since it is a subset of" 
1 

SCD. h· w 1ch is compact metric. 
1 

We demonstrate this by induction. Fix i and 

consider I. = 1 • 

1 
{s7 

CD ... ... 
V(;j's;)} IC. = E Si: \lj,(aj,sj) E supp margA Sal [$i(si)] => a. E arg max 1 jX j J 

a/ Aj 

al al CD al Again it is enough to check that s. + s. and ln 1 
K~ K~ s, E => Si E But as 1n 1 1 

~. is an homeomorphism, $.(s~) + $1.(Sal1.). This implies that 
1 1 1n 

margA SCD [$.(s~)] + margA S'" [$.(s~)] . 
jX j 1 1 jX j 1 1 . 

Let 

be an open ball of radius e > O 

weak convergence: 

n al 
Pj = margA SCD [$.(s. }] 

jX j 1 10 
and 

li> 

Pj = margA Sal [$.(s.») 
jX j 1 1 

large enough, 

... ... 

aróund it in A 
j 

where 

Therefore, for n 

But then 

K~ a j E arg max V(aj'sj} => Si E Let us assume the induction hypothesis 1 
ajEAj 

\li , and I. ~ 

Let 
li> 

s. 1n 

CD Kt. then Sj E j 

- 1 , K~ 
1 

is closed. We shall show that K~+l is closed. 
1 

This implies that \lj, V sll>j E supp margS'" [P.(s~ }] 
j 1 ln 

, 

By the same argurnent as above, we have 

By 

that 

SjCD E supp margS
al [$1.(S"'1.)] ~> SCD

j 
E supp marg al [$.(s~)] for n large enough 

" Sj 1 1n j . 

(here we use the assumption that K~ 
J 

is closed). Hence 
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K~ 
1 

Moreover, since 

closed. 

is closed, ID Ki.. s. E 
1 1 

We are now in a position to provide: 

So srz: E K~+l 
1 1 

Hence K~+l 
1 

is . 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 5.2: We shall proceed by induction. For i.: 1, by the 

definition of A~, 
1 

there exists such that 

A 

ai E arg max v(ai'~i{ai»). 

aiEAi 

-1 
Define R/ 

A 

{p E IJ.{A_j x S:j): a j E arg max V{aj,p)} 

ajEAj 

by the definition of for 

A 

Aj1 + A{A_j x SID_j ) by -R {a > -
U j j.-

-1 Rj is clearly non-empty space since 

there exists s.t. 

a j E arg rnax v(aJ,Pj{aj »). Then .any P E IJ.{A_ j x S:j) whose marginal on 

p-JEAj 

i5 Pj{aJ ) is in Moreover, 

B.2. Define 1 A1 
+ S'" by R' -, 

R. : : ~ 
J j j j 

R' 
j is upper semi-continuous. Let GR 1 

j 

struction identical to that used in Lemma 

that margA .p : ~i(ai) 
-1 

and supp p c 

A 

construction, a. E arg max V{a.,srz:). 
1 1 1 

aiEAi 

Moreover, 

(aj,sj> 
co 

(ajlsj) E supp marg ,.(s.) :) 
ao 1 1 

AjxSj 

-1 
o Rj . 

be the 

B.3, 

, 
E GRj 

Hence, 
co , 

Now shall assume that the Sj E Kj . we 

every j and i. - 1 . We need to show that it 

is upper semi-continuous by Lemma 

Since ~ 
-1 is continuous, 

graph of R' 
j . Then by a con-

there is P E 6(A.xslD.> such 
-1 -1 

Now let By 

A 

=> a j E arg max v{aj'sj> . 
ajEAj 

induction hypothesis is true for 

is true for i. . 
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.. 
A~+ 1 , 1 For a. t there exists ~ o (a o) E a{A .) s.t. a. E arg max v(ai'lIi(a i »· 1 1 1 1 -1 . 1 

~ 
aiEAi 

Let -1 
A

1 
+ â{A 1- 1 

)( K:J2) be defined by -1 {li E â{A1- 1 1-2) R j: R/aj ) = )( K_j : j j -j 

.. 
aj E arg max V(aj'~)}' 

ajEAj 

This is non-empty since by the induction hypothesis, there exists 

.. <D 
such that ai E a:g max V{aj,sj)' 

ajEAj 

By Lemma 5.1, Moreover by the definition of 

s~ E supp margs<D[~j{sj)l => s~ t K~-2 
k 

LerriIl1a B.2, 
-1 
Rj is upper semi-continuous. 

So that 

Notice also that 

by construction. Define 

Ri -1 -1 
j =, o RJ • is upper semi-continuous. 

Moreover, by 

Ai 1-1 
j + Kj by 

ao 

Again by a construction identical to lemma B.3, there exists li E â{A . )( Sl°) 
-1 

such that margA .lI = lI{a i ) 
-1 

and supp li c 

S7 o rationalizes ai by construction, 

Proof of Theorem 5.3: Since a. E 
1 

there exists sm t K~ which rationalizes a
l
·• 

i1 1 

ao -1 ( Let s. =, li) 
1 

Then 

Moreover, 

<D 
hence Sj So that 

Q.E.D. 

So by Lemma 5.2, 

Observe that CD K1. Su'+k E 1 



for all k ~ O. Since K~ is Qetric, we can find a convergent subsequence 
1 

which converges tol s7(t) E K1. Moreover, S7(l) rationalizes ai and it is 

the lirnit of bel.iefs which satisfy successi vely higher orders of rationality. 

Let us show that Let k be given. Then for 

k k m Kl.+k 
~ , Sil+k E 1 Therefore the subsequence has another subsequence which 

converges to a point in K~+k . However, since the orginal subsequence \.,1as 
1 

Q) Q) K~+k - '" convergent to Si(t), it must rnean that Si(2,) E li k ~ O . Hence s. (t) 
1 1 

satisfies rationality is co~~on knowledge and rationalizes ai We 

Q) 

can now take a subsequence of si(t) which converges and the lirnit is in 

n K~ and which rationalizes ai in n A~ Q.E.D. 
t~O 

1 
t~1 

1 
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:. 1986 

83. NOTAS DE AULAS DE TEORIA ECONÔMICA AVANÇADA I - Carlos Ivan SimonsenLcal-1986 

84. FILOSOFIA E POLTTICA ECONÔMICA I I - Inflaç~o e Indexaç~o - Antonio Maria da 
Silveira - 1936 - (esgotado) 

85. SIGNALLING AND ARBITI~GE - Vicente Madrigal e Tommy C. Tan - 1986 

86. ASSESSORIA ECONOr·lICA PARA A ESTRATtGIA DE GOVERNOS ESTADUAIS: ELM30RI\çÕeS 
S08RE UH/.\ ESTRUTUfU\ AHERT/\ - Antonio ~1.Jria da Silveira - 198G - (C~~l~(\!;l·l(l) 

87. 'l'llE COI~SIS'rENCY OF WELFARE JUDGEt·1ENTS WI'l'II A REPRE~JENTl\T.TVE 

CONSUl'-lER - J,:\lTICS Dow e Sérgio Ribe:iro da Cost.a vJerliJn<] 
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88. INDEXAÇÃO E ATIVIDADE AGRíCOLAS: CONSTRUÇÃO E JUSTIFICATIVA PARA A ADoçÃO DE 

UM íNDICE ESPECíFICO - Antonio Sa1azar P. Brandão e Clóvis de Faro - 1986 

89. MACROECONOMIA COM RACIONAMENTO UM MODELO SIMPLIFICADO PARA ECONOMIA ABERTA 

- Rubens Penha Cysne, Carlos Ivan Simonsen Leal e Sergio Ribeiro da Costa 

Wer1ang - 1986 

90. RATIONAL EXPECTATIONS, INCOME POLICIES AND GAME THEORY - Mario Henrique 

Simonsen - 1986 - ESGOTADO 

91. NOTAS SOBRE MODELOS DE GERAÇÕES SUPERPOSTAS 1: OS FUNDAMENTOS ECONÔHICOS 

- Antonio Sa1azar P. Brandão - 1986 - ESGOTADO 

92. TOPICOS DE CONVEXIDADE E APLICAÇÕES À TEORIA ECONÔMICA - Renato Frage11i 

Cardoso - 1986 

93. A TEORIA DO PREÇO DA TERRA: UMA RESENHA 

- Sergio Ribeiro da Costa ,.,rer1ang - 1987 

94. INFLAÇÃO, INDEXAÇÃO E OR~~NTO DO GOVERNO - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa 

- 1987 

95. UMA RESENHA DAS TEORIAS DE INFLAÇÃO 

- Maria Silvia Bastos Marques - 1987 

96. SOLUÇÕES ANALíTICAS PARA A TAXA INTERNA DE RETORNO 

- Clovis de Faro - 1987 

97. NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS: 

A GAME - THEORETIC VIEWPOINT - Sergio Ribeiro da Costa Wer1ang - 1987 

98. O INSUCESSO DO PLANO CRUZADO: A EVIDÊNCIA EMPíRICA DA INFLAÇÃO 100% 

INERCIAL PARA O BRASIL - Fernando de Holanda Barbosa e Pedro L. VaUs 

Pereira - 1987 
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99. UH TEHA REVISITADO: A RESPOSTA DA PRODUÇÃO AGRíCOLA AOS PRELOS NO BRASIL 

- Fernando de Holanda Barbosa e Fernando da Silva Santiago - 1987 

100. JUROS, pr~ços E DíVIDA POBLICA VOL~lli" I: ASPECTOS TEORICOS -

- Harco Antonio C. Nartins e Clovis de Faro - 1987 

101. JUROS, PREÇOS E DIVIDA P.ÚBLICA VOL~1E 11:" A ECONOHIA BRASILEIRA (1971/1985) 

- Antonio Salazar P. Brandão, Clovis de Faro e Marco Antonio C. Hartins - 1987 

102, MACROECONONIA KALECKIANA - Rubens Penha Cysne - 1987 

103. O PRÊHIO DO DOLAR NO NERCAD.D PARALELO, O SUBFATURAHENTO DE EXPORTAÇÕES E O 

SUPERFATUMHENTO DE INPORTAÇÕES - Fernando de llolanda Barbosa - Rubens Penha 

Cysne e Narcos Costa Holanda - 1987 

194. BRAZILIAN EXPERIENCE \HTH EXTERNAL DEBT AND PROSPECTS FOR GROIVTH -

Fernando de Holanda Barbosa and Manuel Sa"nchez de La Cal - 1987 

105~ KEYNES NA SEDIÇÃO DA ESCOLHA POBLICA 

- Antonio Maria da Silveira - 1987 

106. O TEmmHA DE FRODENIUS-PERRON - Carlos Ivan Simonscn Leal - 1987 

107. POPUlAçÃO BRASILEIRA ..... Jessê Nonte110 ~ 1987 

108. MACROECONOMIA - CApITULO VI: "DEMANDA POR MOEDA E A CURVA LM" - Mario Henrique 

Simonsen e Rubens Penha Cysne - 1987 

109. MACROECONOMIA - CAPíTULO VII: "DEMANDA AGREGADA E A CURVA IS" - Mario Henrique 

Simonsen e Rubens Penha Cysne - 1987 

110. MACROECONOMIA - MODELOS DE"EQUIL!BRIO AGREGATIVO A CURTO PRAZO 

Mario Henrique Simonsen e Rubens Penha Cysne - 1987 



111. THE BAYESIAN FOUNDATIONS OF SOLUTION CONCEPTS OF GA,MES ..... Sergio Ribeiro' 

da Costa Wer1ang e Tonuny Chin.,. Chiu Tan - 1987 
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